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I received two rods in the mail yesterday from Shadow Rods. I finally got a chance to lawn cast both rods last
evening while I was cooking some ribs. I also got a new cooker this weekend ? Both rods were performed well
above my expectations.
The first thing I am impressed about is the company. I made an initial inquiry a couple of weeks ago and
wanted to test cast a rod before I purchased it. They told me that they would be happy to send me both models
and I could keep the one I liked and return the other. Well life got in the way and I kind of let it slide till the other
day when they sent me an email about the rods being on sale. I decided that I would pull the trigger if I could
have the rod by this coming Wednesday. They replied that they would have it to me by Saturday. Once
purchased, I inquired if they would be nice enough to send me a demo for everyone at the Catskill Jam to check
out and they were happy to indulge my request.
The Warrior and Stalker 5wts are both very nice rods. I have to say that I am pretty impressed with the
attention to detail on both rods. Little things count and everything seems well thought out. Both rods come in
very nice rods tubes with adjustable shoulder straps and very nice rods socks. Also, I really like the alignment
dots on the both rods. I was just telling someone last weekend that I wished all of my rods had them and I get
two in the mail a few days later that have them.
I look forward to getting them out on the water this weekend.

